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Muhen was collecting water striders while beams of light blinked and brightened with the breeze 

that blew through the canopy above. Dry leaves bobbed on the water like boats and crashed onto 

the rocks but they remained unharmed. The long-legged insects that skated over the waters of the 

crystal clear stream were useful for the mambabarang. They injected venom into their prey that 

digested the creature from within.  

The effeminate man, in turmeric yellows, white cotton, embroidered bodices, red 

beadwork and gold jewelry on a scrubbed and soaped and incense scented body, seemed to float 

between the rocks that made the stream babble. His slim form could be hinted at despite layers of 

fabrics that flowed from his frame. A large brown moth, a kakanog, hovered above his head. 

Occasionally, it would perch on the long black hair that draped over half his face and trailed 

beyond his shoulders and flowed onto his back. 

To the casual observer, one might surmise that Muhen was humming a tune as he worked. 

Not that collecting insects was something a casual observer might consider work. But 

pambabarang involved the use of music and dance to bend the wills of the insects—their minds 
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responded to patterns because their beings were like complicated little clockwork toys of habit and 

necessity. Just like people, Muhen thought.  

Muhen then bent over the water and scooped up the venomous little bugs from the water 

with a gauzy basket and into a beautiful green bottle he had purchased from a Kafir bazaar some 

time ago. 

As Muhen hummed his commands to the water striders, he was surprised to hear someone 

humming along. Or against, Muhen thought. It was distracting and it threw him off his own 

melody. He stood upright from where he crouched over the water which caused his kakanog to flit 

off and flutter about. He craned his neck so he could train his ear to the direction where the 

transgressing tune came from. 

Muhen hopped from rock to rock and came upon a bend on the stream. He passed a large 

boulder where the water collected into a pool; and there Muhen found a young woman with her 

back turned to his direction, she was large at the hip and thick at the limbs. Not obese but the folds 

of her fat spilled over where her dress was cinched at the waist and rib. She hummed as she washed 

laundry. Muhen was shocked, almost insulted. No one ventured this far into the jungle from the 

villages.  

“Hello, girl… are you lost?” Muhen’s voice tinkled like bells and rustled like crumpling 

paper at the same time in that inhuman. The kakanog punctuated Muhen’s question by encircling 

a halo orbit about his head. 

The young woman startled a little and turned to face Muhen but then it was Muhen’s turn 

to be surprised. She was cross-eyed in one eye. One of her eyes, the right one, looked straight at 

Muhen while the left one seemed to stare at a space beyond Muhen. It made Muhen feel conscious. 
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He tried his best not to act like there was anything wrong so as to not hurt her feelings but it made 

him act all the more uneasy. 

“Uhm… no,” the woman replied. “I followed the water upstream.” 

“Why?” Muhen had wanted to say something longer than a single word but nothing came 

to mind. 

 “I guess I wanted some privacy.” The girl replied but Muhen heard some sadness about the 

word ‘privacy.’ Muhen understood how the village girls were. The cruelty of youth can be more 

frightening than witchcraft. Muhen nodded but stopped just as the moth perched upon his brow. 

“I am Marikit,” she chimed. 

“Alright,” Muhen replied. He was unsure if he should introduce himself, it might frighten 

her. He also couldn’t find the polite words to say to someone whose beautiful name mismatched 

their unnatural ugliness. Muhen wanted to be polite, a reaction he himself found alien. 

“What are you doing so far from the village?” Marikit asked. 

Muhen was surprised at not having a right and ready answer. He cocked his head to the 

side with a jerk, as if some weight on his fringe pulled his head down. This made his kakanog flap 

its dusty brown wings. Its eyespots glared at Marikit but Muhen tried to smile. 

“I am foraging,” Muhen said. He guessed that wasn’t a lie. Foraging in the jungles was a 

common activity in the many villages of Ma'I. Muhen worried though if Marikit would ask to see 

the contents of his basket and they would find it full of creepy crawling insects. 

Muhen thought he should feel relief when Marikit asked about something else but she 

commented with a bit of boredom, “They say a mambabarang haunts these parts of the jungle, but 

so far you are the only person I have seen so far.” 
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The new direction of the conversation was even more awkward 

 “Is that so?” Muhen tried to giggle but ended up choking on a bit of phlegm. “I did not 

know that. Maybe we should be heading back to the village.” 

Marikit’s wide lips narrowed. Her right eye looked down at the small pile of laundry at her 

feet. Her left eye stared at something just behind Muhen’s foot and the mambabarang resisted the 

urge to see if he had stepped on something. 

Muhen wanted to be kind. She was less afraid of the possibility of a witch than the 

certainty of jokes aimed at her ugliness. Muhen understood that. We might control the situations 

we put ourselves in, but our looks we were born into, we can’t blame anyone for them. But people 

would make sure you know that there was something wrong with you anyway, Muhen knew. 

“You know,” Muhen’s chime and rustle voice chirped and croaked. He wanted to be 

cheery and worried if he tried too hard. “We have something similar.” 

Muhen pulled back his long fringe and put it behind his ear. He let Marikit see the empty 

socket underneath with its teary moist pink flesh. 

“Oh,” Marikit gasped. “Did you hurt yourself?” 

Muhen wondered at the way the question was asked. “Hmmm… No… Someone hurt me. 

But I let her. So I guess I hurt myself, yes.” 

“You mean someone you loved did this to you?” Marikit asked. “But that looks like it hurt. 

Why did they do it?” 

“I… it was a lesson.” Muhen knew that he could not say his eye was plucked out so that he 

could learn clairvoyance through a moth. 

“It was some sort of punishment?” Marikit misunderstood. 
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“No, I didn’t do anything wrong,” Muhen started. 

“Then why?” Marikit continued. Muhen felt awkward in his own jungle. 

“Sometimes doing the right thing can hurt too,” Muhen struggled with an explanation. “I 

mean, say, if there was a way to correct your eye but it was going to hurt, wouldn’t you do it?” 

“There is nothing wrong with my eye,” Marikit said. “Except with how it makes you feel. 

So something is wrong with you, not me.” 

“I am sorry.” Muhen was surprised that he apologized. He could not recall feeling 

apologetic in a long time. Sorries were more of a polite reaction to him, now that he was a feared 

and respected mambabarang. 

“It’s alright.” Marikit cheered up. “Most people don’t understand. This is how it works: 

you know how you can close one of your eyes and see something different from when you close 

the other eye and see through the other?” 

Muhen understood. He would often close the good eye in his head so he could focus on 

what the moth was seeing. Even when he had both his eyes, he would toy with the image of his 

nose. How did that riddle go? Kaylapit mang burol sa bawat pagkindat, Sa kaliwa’t kanan ay 

palipat-lipat. (A hill quite near, but with every wink, from left to right, switches places.) 

Marikit must have noticed him toying with his face so she interrupted his thoughts, “The 

riddle doesn’t work for me. When I close one eye, I see the tip of my nose, but when I close the 

other, I see the bridge. But when I have both of my eyes open, my mind knows how to put the 

images together, you know?” 

“Like when you see pieces of a puzzle but you don’t have to do anything to know they 

belong together.” 
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“Right!” Marikit exclaimed. “So you can cross your eyes with an effort. Everyone can. But 

you won’t be able to see properly when you do. I can uncross my eyes. It will be tiring. It will give 

me headaches. I wouldn’t be able to see anything anyway.” 

“So…” Muhen wanted to let Marikit know he understood. “There is nothing wrong with 

how you see; but rather with how others see you?” 

Marikit nodded. “So you aren’t from Kalayaan, are you from Mabitak?” 

Muhen blinked at the question until he realized that they were names of villages in Ma'I. 

He realized he wandered so far south. Those were adjacent north-westernmost villages of the 

kingdom of Hanggan.  

Marikit, by her manner of dress, was an alipin. By nature of her face, she was an Aliping 

sagigilid, slaves too ugly to be seen by Datu and must live in hallways hidden by walls and the 

silong, the gaps made by the stilts between the elevated homes and the ground. Muhen checked his 

decorum. The Aliping sagigilid were not supposed to engage conversation with people of Muhen’s 

station. Muhen noted that he did in fact start the conversation and the girl was obligated to 

respond. Muhen wondered which eye was the right one because Alipin was not allowed to look at 

Datu. She should address him with her gaze at his feet. Her one crossed eye must have caused her 

trouble with the Datu in the past. 

“Neither?” Marikit asked. 

“What?” Muhen had forgotten about Marikit’s inquiry. “Oh…” 

There were other towns this far south but Muhen couldn’t remember their names. If he 

said the truth that he was from Batong Malaki, she would wonder how he had ventured that far. 
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Besides, Muhen had not lived in Batong Malaki in decades. There was a village with an interesting 

name in the area, “I am from Tala.” 

Muhen thought that was witty of him to say he came from a “star.” Tala was named after a 

meteorite that had fallen there that no one alive still remembered.  

“Oh… that’s far,” Marikit commented. 

“Really?” Muhen responded. “I didn’t notice.” 

“About three hours walk downstream. A bit faster if you took the road of course?” 

Muhen patted his hair like there was a stray strand or lock that needed to be put in place. 

The entire jungle was his jungle after he inherited. Where it touches the villages had never been his 

concern. He realized that it was this cross-eyed girl that was trespassing into his domain and he was 

defending his presence in his own jungle. Instead, he decided on a bit of honesty. He answered, “I 

guess I lost track of myself because I enjoyed myself too much.” 

Muhen surprised himself when he sat down on a rock by the stream across where Marikit 

was doing her laundry, “Would you mind if I kept you company while you worked?” 

“I would love that. But don’t you have foraging to do?” 

“I think I have collected enough.” 

“Alright…” Marikit started as Muhen settled into place. “What’s your name?” 

“Paparu.” The lie came easily to Muhen. He had always wanted to be named something 

other than Muhen. Muhen was just so manly, so brusque. He felt more like a paparu, a butterfly. 

The angle the sun broke through the canopy shifted and almost beyond the mind’s grasp. 

Muhen and Marikit chatted for a good part of the day and into the afternoon. A more accurate 

measure of the time was the laundry Marikit had to finish. She scrubbed every other three 
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sentences. She finished her basket load of sheets, blankets, curtains, white rags and colorful rugs 

but their chatter about the boys and girls in the village, none of whom Muhen knew, babbled on 

like the stream.  

Muhen was starting to get hungry and wondered why Marikit was not bothered. Then 

Muhen remembered that alipin of her rank did not eat lunch. Meanwhile, it would take Muhen 

the rest of the day to get home. And he would have to prepare himself dinner. The realization 

made him look behind him. 

“Oh, am I boring you?” Marikit asked. 

“No, not at all,” Muhen said. “It’s just that…” 

“You need to get going?” 

“No need,” Muhen said. “It’s just that I am getting a bit hungry and I still have some ways 

to walk back.” 

“Oh yes!” It was Marikit’s turn to apologize. “I am sorry, I didn’t notice. Tala is still quite a 

bit far away. Would you like to come home with me? I am sure I can fix you up something from 

the kitchen that no one would notice is missing.” 

Muhen was touched by Marikit’s willingness to steal considering it might get one of her 

fingers cut off if she were caught. Muhen rebutted, “Please don’t, I wouldn’t want to get you in 

trouble.” 

“Well, it looks like I am already in trouble. I was supposed to be back before lunch.” 

“Oh no. I am so sorry. Did I keep you?” 

“It’s nothing. The other girls would often muddy my wash load anyway; so I would often 

have to redo everything. I’ll just say that it happened again.” 
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Muhen’s eyebrows furrowed that it had become some habit for Marikit to be ill-treated. 

Even among slaves, the pecking orders were established. The alipin needed someone to be cruel to, 

after receiving so much cruelty themselves, Muhen guessed. 

Muhen felt that Marikit wanted to do him this service and sincerity was enough to make 

Muhen give in. “But let me do something for you.” 

Muhen stood up and hopped from his rock to the bank where Marikit had been doing the 

laundry. He made a gesture of looking through the folds of his clothes when in truth he knew what 

he was looking for was. From a pocket in his sleeve, he took out a sachet of paper. He unfolded it 

and took out something small and white. He placed it in Marikit’s hair. 

“An atay-biya?” Marikit was puzzled. 

Muhen giggled, “Yes.” 

Both the small white flower and the little butterfly were named after some fish’s liver. 

Marikit had mistaken it, as intended, for the flower atay-biya. But it was the butterfly 

atay-biya, inert but waiting. Should Marikit find herself in danger, the butterfly will animate and 

report to Muhen.  

They followed the stream downhill by hopping from rock to rock. Marikit was squat and 

bottom-heavy, which made her footing stable. Muhen floated. 

“You are light on your feet.” Marikit said. 

Muhen accepted the compliment with a smile. 

They walked for about half an hour until Muhen noticed a spot with plenty of large flat 

rocks. This must be where the village girls did their laundry, Muhen thought. It still smelled of 

herbs and flowers. Soapy scum and chalk could be seen clinging to some of the rocks. The girls 
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themselves were nowhere to be seen having finished so they still had most of the day’s sunlight to 

dry their laundry out. Marikit turned left but Muhen stopped by the stream. Already, Muhen 

could smell the cooking fires and garbage of civilization. It made him feel uncomfortable. 

“I think I will wait for you here,” Muhen said. He didn’t think anyone would be by the 

stream again for the rest of the day. It should be safe. 

“Alright, please wait for me here,” Marikit said with a bow. Then she turned towards the 

path to the village. 

“Wait, Marikit,” Muhen said with a bit of alarm. “Why did you bow to me?” 

“A habit?” Marikit shrugged, continuing on her way, without turning back. 

“Do you know who I am?” Muhen called out. 

At this Marikit did turn, “Apo… I am already an ugly slave girl. If I were also naive and 

ignorant, that can only be my fault.” 

Marikit smiled and bowed again. 

Muhen smiled back. 

“Also, you have a moth on your hair. It’s hard not to notice. I am cross-eyed, not blind.” 

“Oh,” Muhen patted his hair again and the kakanog hopped about, made an orbit about 

his head and settled on his fringe again. “But aren’t you afraid?” 

“I know enough of what you do, you make sure the crops are successful, you help the sick 

when the doctors run out of ideas, the Datu trust your wisdom.” 

“Is that all I do?” Muhen knew that Marikit was being kind. Muhen was more famous for 

making the enemies of the Datu incurably sick, spying on neighboring kingdoms, and ruining the 

crops of the trade partners of Ma'I so that they would depend on trade with Ma'I. 
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“I will be back, Apo Mambabarang,” Marikit interrupted Muhen’s musings. She turned 

again and seemed to double her pace to end the awkward discussion. 

Muhen turned to the stream. He sat himself down on a flat rock. He smiled and noticed 

that he wasn’t as hungry as he thought he was but he was all the more eager for what Marikit might 

bring him when she returns. 

Muhen distracted himself by listening to the cicada wail among the leaves and the beetle 

grubs grind in their tree bole holes. It was still bright for crickets but that would have made the 

music of the mambabarang perfect. Muhen hummed along, not in the manner of a master, but a 

bystander just enjoying the ambient music. 

Then the atay-biya returned. 

“Go!” Muhen said aloud even if he didn't need to. His kakanog set off toward the direction 

Marikit went. Muhen followed, the toes of his sandals barely touching the packed earth, just 

enough to propel him forward. His one good eye showed him the path before him while his hollow 

eye socket received visions of what his kakanog saw as it flew ahead. 

Moths had a way on the wing, bobbing up and down, and gliding; and it was always hard 

to tell at first but Muhen knew that it was not the kakanog's fault.  

Muhen clicked his tongue, he hissed, he rubbed his thumbs, he smacked his lips, he ground 

his teeth, he called on every insect that could hear his power and asked, “Who did this?” 

He was standing over the body when they all replied in a legion of voices, “He is still here.” 

“Oh...” Muhen whimpered when he understood the long gashes on Marikit's back. A boar. 

Immensely large. It chased Marikit, and ran her down. Its tusks punctured her lungs and stomach. 

She couldn't scream because the boar pushed her face into the ground for a few paces, scraping off 
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most of the skin and breaking her neck. There was a bit of turf inside her mouth. Her laundry was 

set aside a few paces ahead. Marikit knew better than to run from the beast. She tried to walk away, 

masking her fear. But this was no ordinary boar. There were singed blades of grass. Black spots on 

Marikit’s dress showed where sparks had landed. The air smelled like a tinpot that was left over a 

fire with no water to boil nor food to cook. Muhen called out to it. 

“Anak ng Lintik!” Muhen seethed with an anger that he was unsure he had ever felt before. 

He had lived the last few decades in demurred elegance but he remembered every injustice he had 

ever felt again. He called out to the Child of Lightning again, “Anak ng Lintik!” 

His kakanog spotted him first. He stepped out of the tree line, sweaty, covered in gore and 

mud but already in the shape of a man. He was pot-bellied but his chest was shields, his thighs as 

thick as tree trunks, and his arms bulged with power. His face was plain. Dark wide lips and small 

beady eyes. He had an upturned nose. But the marker of his true nature was a large mound of hairy 

black flesh, a hirsute birthmark on his shoulder. 

“I have no quarrel with you, young master,” the Anak ng Lintik said, emphasizing young 

instead of master. Muhen could not tell which of them was older, mambabarang knew arts to slow 

the effects of time, but Anak ng Lintik did not age at all after reaching adulthood. 

“And you had a quarrel with her?” Muhen demanded. 

“I was just passing through,” the Anak ng Lintik explained. “But then she looked at me 

wrong.” 

“She...” Muhen struggled with his temper. “looked... at you... wrong?” 

Muhen knew of the arrogance of Anak ng Lintik, they were born of sky and soil, after all, 

emerging from the wet earth where lightning had struck.  
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“Yes,” the Anak ng Lintik sneered. “She kept her face to the ground but I saw her and she 

was leering at me.” 

“She...” Muhen contemplated the necessity of an explanation. It was useless, Muhen knew. 

A tear fell down his one good eye. He brushed it off the tip of his nose with a forefinger and 

inspected it as he had never seen his own tears before. 

“Was she yours?” the Anak ng Lintik asked. 

Muhen looked at the man before him. The mambabarang knocked his head a bit to the 

side, incredulous. 

“I can pay you back.” the Anak ng Lintik said. 

“Pay me?” Muhen all but whispered. The Anak ng Lintik wouldn't understand anyway. 

“She wasn't mine. But what was worse, she wasn't her own either. But she had her joy. She found it 

somehow.” 

“What?” The Anak ng Lintik strained to hear what Muhen was muttering. “Speak up. I 

can't hear you.” 

“I said,” Muhen started with a different idea but was surprised when he finished. “That I 

will be killing you. For her.” 

The Anak ng Lintik laughed a deep thunderous belly roar of a laugh. “You? Your ilk is soft. 

You hide behind walls, you use insects and curses and poisons. But when it comes to a straight-up 

fight, what do you have against our kind?” 

 Muhen felt a calm wash over him like a twilight moment. 
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But the Anak ng Lintik continued, “I will crush your ribcage with a cloven hoof to get at 

your liver. I will crunch your thighbone with a canine jaw to suck out the marrow. I will peck out 

your eyes.” 

“You should change into one of your beast forms now,” Muhen said, recovering the polite 

tinkle and rustle in his voice. “I would rather not hear you blabbering whilst I kill you.” 

“I guess I will be spending my savings paying back the Datu for killing his pet,” The Anak 

ng Lintik said before leaping into the air as a crow, blood-red eyes and two arm-spans from wingtip 

to wingtip. Its beak was so black that it had a white sheen. Yellow sparks of lightning crackled and 

popped into the air with each beat of its wings. 

Muhen lifted his arms to his sides as if he was about to take flight too. But instead, he 

jangled the bangles and beads about his wrists and with a clatter of bronze and ceramic he stretched 

his arms out towards the Anak ng Lintik. From within his sleeves dozens of wasps, onyx black and 

a whir of gossamer wings flew out and toward the Anak ng Lintik as angry as their master. 

But the Anak the Lintik was covered in feathers and those feathers sparked with lightning. 

Most of the wasps were hit by a spark and fell to the dirt smoking and smoldering. The few that 

did make it to the Anak ng Lintik could neither latch on nor find flesh to sting under the feathers. 

Still, many others were just buffeted away by the flap of massive wings. The barrage of wasps did 

not even slow the monstrous bird. And within the next heartbeat, beak and claw could shred 

Muhen’s flesh into ribbons. 

Muhen clicked his tongue upon the roof of his palate and leaped back to dodge. The 

mambabarang felt a hundred pricks and pinches on his back as the ant princesses latched on his 

skin, flapped their wings to hold their master aloft. With the assistance of the ant princesses, a small 
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skip became a mighty leap. Thus with their last bit of strength, the ants let Muhen fly back and 

land, fifteen paces away from the creature. Muhen dropped his basket in the process and he 

watched the crow rip it apart. 

Muhen felt sad as the princesses rustled on his back and fell off, lives spent. Muhen 

reassured himself that one in a thousand ant princesses ever ascended to become a queen, but still, 

these ones gave him their lives and never had the chance. 

But Muhen did not have time to mourn as the creature had shifted again, to a dog this 

time. Curved daggers of teeth were strung together by foamy saliva. The Anak ng Lintik snapped 

at the air and snarled. Then it was rushing at Muhen, jaws agape and ready to clench upon soft 

flesh. 

Muhen reacted by dropping three coconut shells, each one split in half and bound with a 

strip of red rice paper. Thousands of atangya, stinking beetles, swarmed out, filling the air with the 

smell of rancid fat and night soil. It was enough to make Muhen rumple his nose and hold his 

breath but the black dog stopped on its tracks and rolled once on the ground, clawing at its muzzle. 

Its senses were as sharp as its teeth and it allowed the Anak ng Lintik to smell the atangya all the 

worse. Muhen puckered his lips three times and made an almost imperceptible sucking noise. The 

atangya obeyed and flew towards the black dog rubbing its face on the soil. The little bugs got into 

its mouth, into its nostrils. It wretched and gagged as the stink was then also a taste. 

The creature howled his rage which in turn became a squeal. The dog had turned into a 

boar and it shook and stamped in anger. The sparks from its dark hide burned the atangya and they 

popped as they died, smelling worse than ever. The boar was trying to muster the constitution for a 

charge but it shook on its legs with nausea. 
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Then it was human again. Silly, pot-bellied and dribbling sick on his own chin. The man 

with the black hairy birthmark wailed at the mambabarang, “Your tricks cannot kill me!” 

Muhen unsheathed his stingray spine dagger. It was more ceremonial, sometimes surgical, 

the dagger was of no use in combat but it was all he had. 

The Anak ng Lintik tried to laugh but he ended up throwing up instead. Frustrated, he 

said, “But first, a drink.” 

He walked over to where Muhen’s basket lay ruined. He found Muhen’s drinking bottle 

and pushed the wire holding the stopper to the side. The gum and cork popped off and dangled to 

the side and the Anak ng Lintik guzzled down its contents of mostly spring water. 

“Refreshing,” the Anak ng Lintik said but he gagged a little anyway. “I feel so much better. 

And now, you will die just like your cross-eyed slave.” 

“You knew she was cross-eyed but you killed her anyway,” Muhen said. “She wasn’t 

looking at you wrong, she had no other way to look.” 

“Are you questioning my motivation to make me realize that killing her was my fault?” 

Muhen raised an eyebrow at the Anak ng Lintik. He said, “No, not really. I was just stalling 

until you started bleeding to death.” 

The Anak ng Lintik took a step toward the mambabarang but he fell to his knees. He tried 

to stop his fall but when he used an elbow to prop up his torso, the elbow slipped and he fell onto 

his back. The Anak ng Lintik coughed and he was surprised that a shower of his own blood 

sprayed up and back down onto his face. 

“Well, if you lie on your back,” Muhen mused. “You will drown in your own blood before 

you bleed out.” 
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Muhen walked towards his fallen opponent as it panted and gasped between dribbling 

gore. 

“How?” The Anak ng Lintik burbled, his face was distorted by fear and confusion. 

“I left my basket for you to mangle, so that you knew what I carried. I got you craving a 

drink of water with the stink beetles. So you did drink,” Muhen tried to giggle a bit to taunt the 

Anak ng Lintik but he was too sad to make it sound earnest. “And I had just been collecting water 

striders in the river with Marikit. That’s her name you know? Marikit.” 

The Anak ng Lintik coughed and more blood choked him. He looked to the afternoon sky, 

his father, but as with most days, the sky had no response. 

Marikit’s atay-biya flew towards the Anak ng Lintik’s face upon Muhen’s command and 

alighted upon the blood-spattered nose. The Anak ng Lintik looked at what had just landed on his 

face but he could see the pure, white butterfly. But what it did was cross his eye, just as Muhen 

blew him an ill wind. His face got stuck like that, cross-eyed and silly as he died. 

“Oh, Marikit,” Muhen sighed, he shook his head, as his heart turned colder than ever. 
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